
New Concept in India

Taurus is 5 Star for those who are
passionate for outdoors,not for those
who seek 5 Star comforts.

The best logistical support that one
needs for outdoor travel and outdoor
photography!  The most innovative
way to travel the magnificent parts
of India & explore its cultural
treasures with your cameras.

Connecting Moments of
your Life 

Quality Time 

TAURUS IS A SPECIAL TRANSPORT  … to
deliver YOU  to the invisible cosmic world
within you … Offers romantic travel to the
bewitching sight of Himalayas, sand
dunes, secluded beaches where you hear
sounds to sooth your soul, colours and
taste of vibrant cultures … connecting you
to the hypnotizing moments that ordinary
travellers and photographers don’t get to
experience.

Savour the Flavour of
New Experience 

A New Experience!

Imagine enjoying a different kind of
holidays, one of a kind. Offers locales
which are away from the crowd and
pollution, in the lap of Mother Nature. We
ensure you get “quality time” together as
family, friends and couples for romance in
wilderness.

Complete Mobile
Camping Concept!

- It's the Game Changer

Conceptualised and steered by experts,
hard-core outdoor travellers (they have
logged 165,000 kms in their self-made
caravans in India, unparalleled fete for an
Indian), photographers and wildlife
experts (those who have globe trotted in
pursuit of new species).

1st Time Ever in India –
Indigenous

experience ECSTASY to the hilt

Our programs are special and unique in
every aspect, full of excitement and
satisfaction, with unlimited F̀LEXIBILITY &
FREEDOM’

www.g reendo texped i t i ons . com

Supporting Nature & Social
Commitments

Life with responsibilities is meaningful 

Part of the proceeds go to
support Mission: Nature Conservation
Through Tourism & Photography. You not
only get a wonderfully unique experience
where you taste pure rejuvenation in real,
but you become Green Ambassadors and
champions for the cause, without any
extra cost added to the tariff of your
expeditions.

TAURUS & TAURIAN  

India's First Luxury Overland Truck 

1.Eco-friendly Tourism with least impact on environment
2.Sustainable Tourism with benefits to local communities

http://greendotexpeditions.com/taurus-customised-for-outdoors-and-photography/


Founder of Green Dot Expeditions 

With outdoor experience of 35 years, 6 years of active service with
the Indian Army, 18 months of battlefield, odometer 165,000 kms
over 19 years of passionate caravaning - an unparalleled feat for any
Indian in India, travel photography published in international
publications,  contributed to the creation of two wildlife
documentaries for the National Geographic Society, USA, two
prestigious coffee table books (“The Indian Army - An Illustrative
Overview” and “LEGACY OF A LEGEND” MiG-21 in The Indian Airforce
- Illustrated Testimony of a Reticent Air Warrior), 29 years of quality
tourism ops, champion of the “cause of the green”, self-funded
SAVING INNOCENT SNAKE & IGNORANT PEOPLE for 22 years. Our
Team Leader Capt Suresh Sharma has wide variety of experiences
from various fields, now he is a sought after consultant for
experiential tourism, caravans, camping, how to earn freedom from
9 to 5 job - convert your passion into your profession, photography,
travel, etc. 
 
Dr.Rajbir Kaur, a qualified homeopathic doctor, is a soulmate who
juggles motherhood with the life of adventure as a team member.
Their lives have been enriched by their shared experiences and has
supported each other through their common passion, from handling
snakes for the photo-sessions with Captain. 
 
Suresh and his wife Rajbir have designed and custom built two
caravans (RVs) themselves and has clocked more than 165,000 km
with family and friends in their home on wheels for almost 19 years,
which they fondly named ‘Kingcobra’ and ‘Taurus’. The couple has
now founded the `GREEN DOT EXPEDITIONS’  and introduced a new
concept of overlanding in India, built India's first luxury overland
truck named TAURUS (“Mobile Camping” an RV - recreational vehicle)
to take serious photographers and adventurers to exotic locales to
explore local culture what others don’t get to see, freeze and frame
their live experiences, offering vanlife, campervan holidays. They
presently live in Chandigarh with their two children.
 
Capt Suresh Sharma is fondly addressed by friends as 'CAPTAIN', is
the one who has given shape to his dreams and has lived with them
- accrued the traits of a true leader. Has lived like a free bird who
could not be caged by the worldly compulsions. Meandering around
like a snake, knowing no boundaries, Suresh makes anyone envious
with his life style and the life he has lived. Spirit of the outdoors and
adventure got him to the army, but again hung his boots to explore
`Life’ unconditionally.
 
A man with courage to live life on his terms, which most people find
difficult in India. Suresh has dedicated his life to the pursuit of
photography as a passion, which he is exploiting as his tool to
disseminate awareness about nature conservation and snakes.
 
 

Capt Suresh Sharma 

Designer, Fabricator, Caretaker, Photographer,Driver and Cook 
of Taurus 





Nature Conservation Education Program

Dr Rajbir Kaur Sharma, wife of Capt Suresh Sharma, son enjoying with snake  









Coffee Table book - MiG 21 

Coffee Table Book - Indian Army 

Photographer of the two prestigious coffee table books

Press 
has appreciated the work of 

Capt Suresh Sharma 
with front page features to numerous pages 

















Photo Essay of 10 pages by THE MAN - lifestyle magazine 



6 pages and center spread by OVERDRIVE magazine 





Mesmerizing Locations   are the result of hard work 
by Capt Suresh Sharma 































Thanks ....

+91-9888 380386         +91-6280 595008


